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Project description:  
Our team is developing molecules derived from phosphonium ionic liquids1 particularly efficient (CMI 
= 0.5 mg/L) against Staphylococcus aureus a bacteria responsible for a large part of nosocomial 
infections. Some of these molecules displayed fluorescent properties that could allow us to understand 
their bacterial penetration mechanism. However, although these drugs can be used as biomaterials for 
surface treatment, they cannot be developed as in vivo antibiotic mainly because of their toxicity. One 
possible way to reduce this cytotoxicity will be to couple these ionic liquids to commercially available 
drugs. Among them nucleobase and nucleoside analogue drugs (NNADs) that have already proved 
antibacterial properties2 could represent a valuable approach. Indeed, the antibacterial potential of 
NNADS has not been fully exploited yet but it is likely that these molecules possess a different 
mechanism of action than our phosphonium liquid ionic and therefore might have a synergistic effect 
on bacteria.  
The purpose of this project is to combine the NNADs with phosphonium ionic liquids to make a new 
class of molecules capable to inhibit the bacterial growth by different mechanism of action. Such 
molecules (examples below) would be derived from both cyclic and acyclic nucleosides which are 
commercially approved drugs.  

 
Moreover this amphiphilic molecules are susceptible to self assembled to form nano-object which 
could be of interest for delivering. These molecules will be designed in regards to their biological 
potential, their physicochemical properties as well as their feasibility for appropriate and 
straightforward synthesis that will be discussed with the candidates. 
 
Study context:  
The world health organization raises alarm regularly about the emergence of new bacterial resistances 
to today’s antibiotics suggesting that action must be taken urgently to develop new antibacterial agents.3 

It is hoping that the new class of molecules that we described in this project will fulfill these goals and 
reinforce the existing therapeutic arsenal. 
 
Application terms:  
The candidate should send a CV together with a motivation letter to Dr Michel Camplo. 
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